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Abstract
An (f(x); m)-interleaved sequence Gong (IEE Trans. Inform. Theory 41(2) (1995) 400) over
a !nite !eld Fq is a sequence where all its m-decimated sequences have f(x) as the com-
mon characteristic polynomial, which can be determined by a control parameter. This paper
demonstrates how issues such as minimal polynomial, linear span, period and correlation values
of an (f(x); m)-interleaved sequence are related to its control parameter when f(x) is irre-
ducible. Moreover, this paper shows how control parameters can be chosen to construct some
sequences of maximal period and have optimal auto and cross correlation values among all the
(f(x); m)-interleaved sequences when f(x) is primitive and m is less than the period of f(x).
c© 2002 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
A sequence u= {u(i)}∞i=0 over a !nite !eld Fq is called an (f(x); m)-interleaved
sequence [4], where f(x) is a polynomial over Fq and m¿ 1, if f(x) is a common
characteristic polynomial [9] of its m-decimated sequences:
u(m)j = {u(im+ j)}∞i=0; 06 j¡m: (1)
It is pointed out [4] that many sequences can be considered as (f(x); m)-interleaved
sequences with f(x) being primitive and m¿ per(f(x)) (per(f(x)) being the pe-
riod [9] of f(x)), such as multiplexed sequences [7], clock-controlled sequences [3],
GMW-sequences [11], cascaded GMW-sequences [5,8], no sequences [10] and geomet-
ric sequences [1].
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An interesting problem would be how to construct good (f(x); m)-interleaved se-
quences when f(x) is primitive and m is less than per(f(x)). A more fundamental
problem is as follows: can the minimal polynomial of u, the linear span LS(u) of u,
the period per(u) of u and the correlation values of u be expressed explicitly in terms
of a certain control parameter when f(x) is irreducible? This problem is studied in [4].
However, it is not solved completely, and the condition given in Theorem 1 (i) [4] is
not enough to guarantee that the sequence u achieve the maximal period. This paper is
organized as follows: in Section 2, we begin with discussing this fundamental problem
(see Theorems 2.2, 2.6, 2.9 and 3.2); then we give a correct version of Theorem 1
(i) [4] (see Theorem 2.10); in Section 3, we show that the control parameters can be
chosen to construct some sequences with maximal period, optimal auto, and cross cor-
relation values among all the (f(x); m)-interleaved sequences when f(x) is primitive
and m is less than the period of f(x) (see Theorem 3.3).
2. Interleaved sequences u and tuples 
First we !x some notations that will be used throughout the paper. We !x a !eld Fq,
an integer m(¿ 1) and a polynomial f(x) over Fq. Assume that f(x) is an irreducible
polynomial over Fq of degree n. We !x a root of f(x) in Fqn , denote it by , and
then denote T =per(f(x)), which is a factor of qn − 1 (or simply per(f)). Let p be
the characteristic of Fq.
Note that u= {u(t)}∞t=0 is an (f(x); m)-interleaved sequence over Fq if and only if
there exists an m-tuple
=(0; 1; : : : ; m−1); j ∈Fqn ; (2)
such that
u(t)=Trq
n
q (j
i) if t= im+ j; 06 j¡m; i¿ 0: (3)
Here Trq
n
q (x)=
∑n−1
k=0 x
qk is the trace function [9] from Fqn to Fq. The m-tuple 
is uniquely determined by the sequence u. Hence, with a !xed root  of f(x), the
(f(x); m)-interleaved sequence u, de!ned by (3), can be identi!ed with the m-tuple .
Therefore, we can give another de!nition to interleaved sequences.
Denition. A sequence u= {u(t)}∞t=0 over Fq is called an (f(x); m)-interleaved se-
quence if there exists an m-tuple  de!ned by (2) such that (3) holds. We can also
write the sequence as u.
From the de!nition of , it is clear that the randomness properties of u is deter-
mined by the m-tuple . We will refer to the m-tuple  as a control parameter of the
interleaved sequence u.
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In the following, in Theorems 2.2 and 2.6 we derive the minimal polynomial of u,
the linear span LS(u), and the period per(u) (for these concepts, the reader is referred
to [9,12]) are expressed explicitly in terms of the tuple . Based on Theorem 2.6, we
present Theorem 2.10 as a correct version of Theorem 1 (i) in [4]. In Theorem 2.9
we show how the correlation values between the two (f(x); m)-interleaved sequences
u and u are related to the tuples  and .
Here a correlation function between two sequences u and u is de!ned as
c;()=
∑
06k¡m(qn−1)
(u(k)− u(k + )); (x)= ei(2Trqp(x))=p)
It is clear that
c;()= c;(′) if  ≡ ′ (modm(qn − 1)) and
c;()= c;(−′):
When = , we simply write c;()= c(), which is considered in [4].
Given any m-tuple  as in (2), we de!ne
t = ji; ∀t= im+ j; 06 j¡m; (4)
to be consistent to the original t , when 06 t ¡m. The tth element u(t) of (f(x); m)-
interleaved sequence u is determined simply by the element t , in fact, we have
u = {u(t)}∞t=0 u(t)=Trq
n
q (t)=
n−1∑
k=0
q
k
t ; ∀t: (5)
Correspondingly, we de!ne a sequence, ’, and its conjugated sequences, ’
qk
 , as below:
’q
k
 = {q
k
t }∞t=0; 06 k ¡n: (6)
Note that u is a sequence over Fq and ’ a sequence over Fqn . It is clear that
u =
n−1∑
k=0
’q
k
 : (7)
From now on, for any sequence {vt}∞t=0 over Fqn we denote the sequence {vq
k
t }∞t=0 by
vq
k
, and write
vq
k
(x)=
∞∑
t=0
vq
k
t x
−1−t ; (8)
which is the generating function of the sequence vq
k
. For any given m-tuple
=(0; 1; : : : ; m−1) over Fqn we write
(x)=
∑
06j¡m
ixm−j−1: (9)
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We have the following lemma, which shows the relation between u and the conjugate
sequences of ’.
Lemma 2.1. For any m-tuple =(0; 1; : : : ; m−1) over Fqn ; we have
u(x)=
n−1∑
k=0
’ (x)q
k
; (10)
where
’(x)=
(x)
xm −  and ’
qk
 (x)=’(x)
k =
(x)
k
xm − qk ;
where k means the map which raises the coe9cients of the power series or polyno-
mials to qk th power (i.e.; (x)
k
=
∑
06j¡m 
qk
i x
m−j−1).
Proof. Eq. (10) is a consequence of (7). We have from (4)
’(x) =
∞∑
t=0
tx−1−t =
∞∑
i=0
m−1∑
j=0
jix−1−j−im
=
∞∑
i=0
ix−im
m−1∑
j=0
jx−1−j =
∑m−1
j=0 jx
−1−j
1− x−m =
(x)
xm −  :
We have ’q
k
 (x)=’
k
 (x) from the de!nition of 
k . Note that (xm − )’(x)= (x).
We have
(xm − )k’(x)k = [(xm − )’(x)]
k
= (x)
k
:
Hence
’(x)
k
=
(x)
k
(xm − )k =
(x)
k
xm − qk :
From the above lemma, we have the following theorem, which shows how the
behavior of u is related to that of ’.
Theorem 2.2. Keep the notations in Lemma 2:1.
1. Let
h(x)=
xm − 
gcd((x); xm − )
and
H (x)=
n−1∏
k=0
h(x)
k
:
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Then h(x) is the minimal polynomial of ’; and H (x) is the minimal polynomial
of u.
2. LS(u)= n deg(h(x))= nLS(’)6mn. In particular; LS(u)= nm if and only if
gcd((x); xm − )= 1.
3. per(u)= per(h(x))= per(’); which is a factor of mT .
Proof. From Lemma 2.1 we have
’(x)=
(x)
xm −  =
g(x)
h(x)
; (11)
where
g(x)=
(x)
gcd((x); xm − ) : (12)
Note that gcd(h(x); g(x))= 1 and deg(g(x))¡ deg(h(x)). Hence h(x) is the minimal
polynomial of ’. From Lemma 2:1 we have
u(x)=
n−1∑
k=0
’(x)
k
=
n−1∑
k=0
g(x)
k
h(x)
k =
G(x)
H (x)
; (13)
G(x)=
n−1∑
k=0
g(x)
k
H (x)
h(x)
k : (14)
Notice that the m polynomials (xm − )k (06 k ¡m) are coprime to each other, we
see h(x)
k
(06 k ¡m) are also coprime to each other. Thus, gcd(G(x); H (x))= 1.
Hence H (x) is the minimal polynomial of u(x). Consequently,
LS(u)= deg(H (x))= n deg(h(x))= nLS(’)6 nm:
Furthermore
LS(u) = mn
⇔ deg(h(x))=m
⇔ h(x)= xm − 
⇔ gcd((x); xm − )= 1:
Notice that the m polynomials h(x)
k
(06 k ¡n) are coprime to each other again,
we get
per(H (x))=LCM(per(h(x)); per(h(x)); : : : ; per(h(x)
n−1
));
where LCM denotes the least common multiple. Then per(H (x))= per(h(x)), since
per(h(x)
k
)= per(h(x)) for all k. Hence
per(u)= per(H (x))= per(h(x))= per(’):
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Since h(x) is a factor of xm− and per(xm−)=m(qn−1), so per(h(x)) is a factor
of mT .
From Theorem 1 we see the minimal polynomial of u depends only on the minimal
polynomial h(x) of ’ which is a factor of xm− in Fqn [x]. So we are interested in the
factorization of xm−, which is helpful in studying the (f(x); m)-interleaved sequences.
The following lemma exhibits some information on the factorization of xm − .
Lemma 2.3. Let F be the algebraic closure of Fqn . Let
T =per(f); m= tD and D=paD0;
where t is the integer such that each of the prime factors of t is a factor of
T; gcd(D; T )= 1; and gcd(D0; p)= 1. Then
1. There exists an element %∈F with ord(%)= tT and %m=  and an element &∈F
with ord(&)=D0 where ord(x) denotes the order [9] of x∈F.
2. Let
a(x)= xtD0 − %tD0 and
ar(x)=
∏
06j¡t;0¡i¡r;gcd(i;r)=1
(x − %1+Tj& D0i=r); r |D0;
then a(x) has no multiple roots; and xm −  has the following factorization:
xm − = a(x)pa ; a(x)∈Fqn [x];
a(x)=
∏
16r6D0 ; r | D0
ar(x); ar(x)∈Fqn [x]:
3. For any r |D0; ar(x) has a factorization over Fqn of the form
ar(x)=
∏
16j'(r)=nr
fr; j(x); (15)
where nr is the smallest positive integer such that qnnr ≡ 1 (mod tTr); each fr;j(x) is
irreducible over Fqn with deg(fr;j(x))= nr and per(fr;j(x))= rtT where
fr;j(x) 	=fr;j′(x) if j 	= j′.
4. per(xm − )=mT; and the period of any non-constant factor of xm −  is of the
form tTd; d |D.
Proof. 1. For any integer N with gcd(N;p)= 1, it is known that there exists an element
)∈F with ord())=N . It is known that T | qn − 1, and gcd(tTD0; p)= 1, so there
exists an element &∈F with ord(&)=D0 and an element *∈F with ord(*)= tT .
Since ord(*t)=T =per(f(x))= ord(), we can write =(*t)b for some integer b with
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gcd(b; T )= 1. Let e be the integer such that eD ≡ 1 (mod T ) and let %= *be, then
%m= *bem= *betD=(*tb)eD= eD= :
Using the fact that gcd(be; ord(*))= 1, we have ord(%)= ord(*be)= ord(*)= tT .
2. We have xm − = xtD0pa − %tD0pa = a(x)pa . Notice that ord(%t)=T =ord(), we
see %t = i ∈Fqn for some i. Hence a(x)= xtD0−%tD0 ∈Fqn [x]. The formal derivative of
a(x) is a(x)′= tD0xtD0−1 	=0, which is coprime to a(x), so a(x) has no multiple roots.
Let
R= {%1+Tj& i | 06 j¡ t; 06 i¡D0}:
It is not diMcult to see: (i) Each element in R is a root of a(x) by checking
(%1+Tj& i)m= %m= ; (ii) The elements in R with distinct indices are distinct, i.e.,
%1+Tj& i 	= %1+Tj′& i′ whenever (j; i) 	=(j′; i′). Hence |R|= tD0 = deg(a(x)). So R is ex-
actly the set consisting of all the roots of a(x). Noticing the fact that
ord(%1+Tj)=
tT
gcd(1 + Tj; tT )
= tT; ord(& i)=
D0
gcd(i; D0)
;
we see gcd(ord(%1+Tj); ord(& i))= 1, so ord(%1+Tj& i)= tT (D0=gcd(i; D0)). Therefore,
ord(%1+Tj& i)= tTr if and only if i= k(D0=r); 06 k ¡ r; gcd(k; r)= 1. Let Rr =
{)∈R | ord())= tTr}, then
Rr = {%1+Tj& D0i=r | 06 j¡ t; 06 i¡ r; gcd(i; r)= 1} (16)
and
R=
⋃
r | D0
Rr : (17)
From (16) we see ar(x)=
∏
)∈Rr (x − )), and from (17) we see
a(x)=
∏
)∈R
(x − ))=
∏
r | D0
∏
)∈Rr
(x − ))=
∏
r | D0
ar(x):
Therefore
a(x)= a(x)
n
=
∏
16r6D0 ; r | D0
ar(x)
n
(18)
and
ar(x)
n
=
∏
)∈Rr
(x − )qn); (19)
where n, an isomorphism of the polynomial ring F[x], is de!ned as in Lemma 2.1.
From (18) we have that ar(x)
n
is a factor of a(x) and from (19) we see all the
roots of ar(x)
n
have the same order tTr as the roots of ar(x). Thus ar(x)
n | ar(x).
Moreover, as deg(ar(x)
n
)= deg(ar(x)), it follows that ar(x)
n
= ar(x), which means
ar(x)∈Fqn [x].
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3. It is just a known fact in algebra.
4. From the proof of the assertions 1 and 2, we know that any prime power factor
of xm −  in F[x] must be of the form (x − ))k , where )∈Rr for some r and
16 k6pa and per((x−))k)= tTrpi, where i is the integer satisfying pi−1¡k6pi.
Thus per((x − ))k) must be of the form tTd with d= rpi |D. Now the desired result
can be obtained easily.
In order to exhibit a simple relation between per(u) and the pattern of , we need
the following lemmas. In the following, for any sequence v= {vt}∞t=0 and an integer b,
we denote
v(b)k = {vk+tb}∞t=0; (20)
which is the b-decimated sequence of v starting from the kth element.
Lemma 2.4 (Wan [12]). Let v= {vt}∞t=0 be a periodic sequence over a =eld. Let b be
an integer with gcd(b; per(v))= 1. Then per(v(b)k )= per(v).
Lemma 2.5. Let v= {vt}∞t=0 be a periodic sequence over a =eld and per(v)= sK . Let
b be an integer with gcd(b; s)= 1. Then
s=LCM{per(v(bK)k ) | 06 k ¡K}; (21)
where LCM denotes the least common multiple.
Proof. Denote the ith element of the sequence v(K)k by v
(K)
k (i). We have v
(K)
k
(i + s)= vk+K(i+s) = vk+Ki = v
(K)
k (i), hence per(v
(K)
k ) | s;∀k. It is clear that v(bK)k =
[v(K)k ]
(b)
0 and gcd(b; per(v
(K)
k ))| gcd(b; s)= 1, so we have
per(v(bK)k )= per([v
(K)
k ]
(b)
0 )= per(v
(K)
k ) | s (22)
from Lemma 2.4. According to (22), it is enough to prove (21) only for b=1.
Denote d=LCM{per(v(K)k ) | 06 k ¡K}. For any i¿ 0; we write i= k + Kj where
06 k ¡K , then we have
vi+Kd= vk+K( j+d) = v
(K)
k (j + d)= v
(K)
k (j)= vk+Kj = vi;
which leads to per(v) |Kd. Hence s=per(v)=K |d. On the other hand, for any k,
06 k ¡K , we have
v(K)k (i + s)= vk+K(i+s) = vk+Ki = v
(K)
k (i); ∀i¿ 0:
Then per(v(K)k ) | s; 06 k ¡K , hence d | s. Together with s |d leads to s=d.
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Theorem 2.6. Keep the notations in Lemmas 2:1; 2:3–2:5. Assume  	=0. Then
per(u)=dtT with d |D; moreover
d=LCM(per(0); : : : ; per(t−1));
where j (06 j¡ t) is a D-tuple de=ned as
j =(j; 
−ej+t ; : : : ; −(D−1)ej+(D−1)t) and eD ≡ 1 (mod T ):
Proof. From Theorem 2:1 and Lemma 2:3 we have
per(u)= per(’)= per(h(x))= stT (23)
for some integer s |D. Assume that eD=1 − bT . Then gcd(b; s) | gcd(b; D)= 1. For
any k¿ 0, let Bk = [’]
(btT )
k be the btT -decimated sequence of ’. It is clear that the
ith element of Bk , denoted by Bk(i), is Bk(i)= k+ibtT . From Lemma 2.5 we have
per(Bk) | s |D and
per(’)
tT
=LCM{per(Bk) | 06 k ¡ tT}: (24)
Thus we obtain
Bk(i)= k+it(1−eD) = k+it−iem= −iek+it : (25)
Write k = j + t0; 06 j¡ t, from (25) we have
−0eBk(i)= −0e−iek+it = −(i+0)ej+t(i+0) =Bj(i + 0); ∀i:
Thus −0eBk =L0Bj, where L is the left shift operator acting on sequences. So we have
per(Bk)= per(−0eBk)= per(L0Bj)= per(Bj); if k ≡ j (mod t): (26)
When k = j; 06 j¡ t, from (25) we have
(Bj(0); Bj(1); : : : ; Bj(D − 1))= (j; −ej+t ; : : : ; −(D−1)ej+(D−1)t)= j:
Together with per(Bj) |D leads to Bj =(j; j; : : : ; j; : : :). Hence
per(Bj)= per(j); 06 j¡ t: (27)
From the Eqs. (26) and (27) we get
per(Bk)= per(Bj)= per(j); 06 j¡ t; k ≡ j (mod t):
Finally, from (23) and (24) we get
per(u)
tT
=
per(’)
tT
=LCM{per(Bk) | 06 k ¡ tT}
=LCM{per(j) | 06 j¡ t}=d:
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From Theorems 2.2 and 2.6 we get the following corollary, which gives some in-
formation about the distribution of the linear spans and the periods of the (f(x); m)-
interleaved sequences.
Corollary 2.7. Keep the notations as in Lemmas 2:1 and 2:3. We have
1. Let N be the total number of (f(x); m)-interleaved sequences whose linear spans
equal mn. Then
N =
∏
r | D0
[qnnr(p
a−1)(qnnr − 1)]t2(r)=nr¿ (qn − 1)m:
Here 2(·) is Euler function.
2. Let MdtT be the total number of non-zero (f(x); m)-interleaved sequences whose
periods equal dtT . Then MdtT 	=0 if and only if d |D. Moreover; MtT = qnt−1; and
MdtT = qntd −
∑
16i6l
qdnt=pi +
∑
16i¡j6l
qdnt=pipj + · · ·+ (−1)lqdnt=p1···pl
when 1¡d=pe11 · · ·pell ; where pi are distinct primes; and ei ¿ 0; 16 i6 l.
Proof. 1. Recall the relation between g(x) and (x) given by (11) and (12). We
introduce two sets G and G∗ whose de!nitions are given as follows:
G∗= {g(x)∈G | gcd((x); xm − )= 1};
where
G= {g(x)∈Fqn [x] | deg(g(x))¡m}:
From Theorem 2.2 we see LS(u)= nm if and only if gcd((x); xm−)= 1, so N = |G∗|,
where |G∗| denotes the cardinal number of the set G∗. We consider the tuples of the
following form:
g=(gr1 ; gr2 ; : : : ; grb); (28)
where ri; 16 i6 b; are all the possible and positive factors of D0, and
gr =(gr;1(x); gr;2(x); : : : ; gr; t'(r)=nr (x)); r= ri; 16 i6 b;
where
deg(gr;j(x))¡ deg(fr;j(x)p
a
)= nrpa:
We will call the element gr;j(x) the (r; j)th component of the tuple g de!ned in (28),
and write simply g=(: : : ; gr; j(x); : : :). Now let G be the set consisting of all possible
tuples de!ned in (28), and let
G∗= {g=(: : : ; gr; j(x); : : :)∈G | gcd(gr;j(x); fr; j(x))= 1 ∀(r; j)}:
For any g(x)∈G, de!ne
5(g(x))= g=(: : : ; gr; j(x); : : :)∈G;
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where gr;j(x) ≡ g(x) (modfr;j(x)pa); deg(gr;j(x))¡nrpa; ∀(r; j). From Chinese Re-
mainder Theorem [9,12] (CRT) we see the map g(x) → 5(g(x)) is a bijection from G
to G. It is also clear that the map 5 is a bijection from G∗ to G∗. Since fr;j(x) is
irreducible over Fqn we have
G∗= {g=(: : : ; gr; j(x); : : :)∈G | gr;j(x) 	≡ 0 (modfr;j(x));∀r; j}:
Let
G∗r; j = {g(x) | deg(g(x))¡nrpa; g(x) 	≡ 0 (modfr;j(x))}:
We have
|G∗r; j|= qnnrp
a − qnnrpa−nnr = qnnr(pa−1)(qnnr − 1)
and
|G∗|=
∏
r | D0
∏
16j6t2(r)=nr
|G∗r; j|:
Therefore
N = |G∗|= |G∗|=
∏
r | D0
∏
16j6t2(r)=nr
|G∗r; j|
=
∏
r | D0
∏
16j6t2(r)=nr
qnnr(p
a−1)(qnnr − 1)
=
∏
r | D0
[qnnr(p
a−1)(qnnr − 1)]t2(r)=nr
¿
∏
r | D0
(qnnr − 1)t2(r)pa=nr¿
∏
r | D0
(qn − 1)tpa2(r)
= (qn − 1)tpa
∑
r | D0 2(r) = (qn − 1)tpaD0 = (qn − 1)m:
2. From Theorem 2.6, it is easy to see that per(u) | dtT if and only if
per(i)|d; ∀06 i¡ t: (29)
Let NdtT be the total number of the non zero tuples  satisfying (29). Then NdtT =∑
r | d MrtT and NdtT = q
ndt − 1. When d=1 we get MtT =NtT = qnt − 1. When d¿ 1,
using the MNobius inversion formula [6] and the fact that
∑
r | d 6(r)= 0 for d¿ 1, we
get
MtTd =
∑
r | d
N(d=r)tT k(r)=
∑
r | d
(q(d=r)nt − 1)6(r)
=
∑
r | d
q(d=r)nt6(r)−
∑
r | d
6(r)=
∑
r | d
q(d=r)nt6(r)
= qdnt −
∑
16i6l
qdnt=pi +
∑
16i¡j6l
qdnt=pipj + · · ·+ (−1)lqdnt=p1···pl :
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The correlation value c;() depends on the sequence u−Lu , where L is the left
shift operator acting on the sequences. In discussing the correlation values we need the
following operations on the m-tuples:
)(0; 1; : : : ; m−1)= ()0; )1; : : : ; )m−1); ∀)∈Fqn ;
(0; 1; : : : ; m−1) + (%0; %1; : : : ; %m−1)= (0 + %0; 1 + %1; : : : ; m−1 + %m−1)
and need the left shift operator on the m-tuples (denoted also by L):
L(0; 1; : : : ; m−1)= (; 1+; : : : ; m−1+); (30)
where i+ is de!ned as in (4). We denote the Hamming weight of  by wH(). The
following simple lemma shows some basic properties about the operators mentioned
above whose proof is omitted here.
Lemma 2.8. Let  and  be two m-tuples over Fqn ; and  be as in (2): We have
1. m+=  and L’ =’L for any .
2. Ldm+s= d(s; 1+s; : : : ; m−1+s) for any d and s.
3. wH(L)=wH(− Ldm)=wH() for any  and 0¡d¡T; where T =ord().
4. u + u = u + u and Lu = uL.
Theorem 2.9. Keep the notations in Lemma 2:8. Let per(f(x))= qn − 1; for any 
we have
c;()=− m+ (m− wH(− L))qn:
Proof. Let =()0; )1; : : : ; )m−1)= − L. We have
c;() =
∑
06t¡m(qn−1)
(u(t)− u(t + ))
=
∑
06t¡m(qn−1)
((u − Lu)(t))
=
∑
06t¡m(qn−1)
(u−L(t))
=
∑
06j¡m
∑
06i¡qn−1
(Trq
n
q ()j
i))
=−
∑
06j¡m;)j =0
1 +
∑
06j¡m; )j=0
(qn − 1)
=−wH() + (m− wH())(qn − 1)
=−m+ (m− wH(− L))qn:
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Remark. From Theorem 2.6 we see that Theorem 1 (i) in [1], which claims that
“If wH()¡m, then per(u)=mT; T =per(f(x))”, is not true in general. A correct
version of Theorem 1 (i) in [1] is stated as the following theorem.
Theorem 2.10. Recall the notation in Lemma 2:3; i.e.; T =per(f); m= tD and D=
paD0 where t is an integer such that each of the prime factors of t is a factor of T;
gcd(D; T )= 1; and gcd(D0; p)= 1. Assume wH()¡m; where wH() is the Hamming
weight of . Then per(u)=mT is always true if and only if m= t or m=D is a
prime.
Proof. It is easy to check the “if” part. If the “only if” part is not true, then one has
either m= tD with both t ¿ 1 and D¿ 1 or m=D is not a prime. In the !rst case,
we take (x)=
∑D−1
j=0 
ejxm−1−tj ; whence wH()=D¡m. But, with the notation as in
Theorem 2.2, we have 0 = (1; 1; : : : ; 1), j = 0 ∀0¡j¡t, and per(j)= 1∀06 j¡ t.
Hence per(u)= tT ¡mT from Theorem 2.6, which is a contradiction. In the second
case, we have t=1 and m=D= bc for some b¿ 1 and c¿ 1. By taking (x)=
∑
06j¡c
ebjxm−1−bj, then wH()¡m. But 0 = (1; 0
b−1; : : : ; 1; 0b−1; : : : ; 1; 0b−1), here 0b−1 means
the zero (b − 1)-tuple. Hence per(0)= b and per(u)= bT ¡mT from Theorem 2.6,
a contradiction happens again.
3. Sequences u with optimal correlation
In this section, we assume f(x) is primitive, i.e., per(f(x))= qn− 1. We will show
that, among all the (f(x); m)-interleaved sequences, the sequences with the optimal
correlation must have the maximal period. Moreover, we will give a way to construct
some sequences with the optimal correlation values when 2m is less than the period
of f(x).
For any two m-tuples  and , denote
*; =
{
1 if = ;
0 if  	=  (31)
and de!ne
Max(c;)=max{|c;()| |*;6 ¡m(qn − 1)}:
Thus Max(c;)=Max(c;). When = , we write simply Max(c;)=Max(c). We
will see the minimal value of Max(c;) for all possible nonzero m-tuples over Fqn is
−m+qn: For a set S of some (f(x); m))-interleaved sequences, we say the sequences
in S have the optimal correlation values if Max(c;)= − m + qn for all u and u
in S.
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Lemma 3.1. Let  (as in (2)) and =(%0; %1; : : : ; %m−1) be any two nozero m-tuples
over Fqn . Assume qn − 1¿ 2m. Let *; be de=ned as in (31): Denote
N; =
∑
*;6¡m(q
n−1)
[m− wH(− L)];
W; = min
*;6¡m(q
n−1)
{wH(− L)}:
Then
1. N; =wH()wH() + (m− wH())(m− wH())(qn − 1)− *;m
N; =N; ¿ 0:
2. W; =W; ¡m.
Proof. 1. For any element ∈Fqn , we let n()= 1 if =0, and let n()= 0 if  	=0.
From Lemma 2.8, we have∑
06d¡qn−1
n(i − %i+dm+s)=
∑
06d¡qn−1
n(i − d%i+s) (32)
=


qn − 1 if i = %i+s=0;
1 if i 	=0; %i+s 	=0;
0 if “i 	=0 and %i+s=0”
or “i =0 and %i+s 	=0”;
(33)
for any 06 i¡m; 06 s¡m and
wH((%s; %1+s; : : : ; %m−1+s))=wH(Ls)=wH(): (34)
Thus we have
*;m+ N;
=
∑
06¡m(qn−1)
[m− wH(− L)]
=
∑
06¡m(qn−1)
∑
06i¡m
n(i − %i+)
=
∑
06i¡m
∑
06s¡m
∑
06d¡qn−1
n(i − %i+dm+s)
=
∑
06i¡m;06s¡m;i%i+s =0
1 +
∑
06i¡m;06s¡m;i=0;%i+s=0
(qn − 1) (from (33))
=wH()wH() + (m− wH())(m− wH())(qn − 1) (from (34))
which leads to the desired expression of N;. We prove N; ¿ 0 for the two cases
 	=  and =  seperately. In the case  	= , we have N;¿wH()wH()¿ 0. In the
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case = , we have
N; =wH()2 + (m− wH())2(qn − 1)− m
=
{
m2 − m¿ 0 if wH()=m;
¿ 1 + (qn − 1)− m¿m¿ 0 if wH()¡m:
2. It is easy to see W; =W; from wH( − L)=wH(L− − )=wH( −
Lm(q
n−1)−). If W;  m then wH( − L)=m for all *;6 ¡m(qn − 1), then
N; =0 from the de!nition, which contradicts to the fact N; ¿ 0.
Theorem 3.2. Keep the notations and the assumption as in Lemma 3:1. Assume
wH()¿wH(). Then
1. Max(c;)=− m+ qn(m−W;)¿− m+ qn.
2. The following conditions are equivalent:
(a) Max(c;)=− m+ qn;
(b) W; =m− 1;
(c) wH(− L)¿m− 1; ∀*;6 ¡m(qn − 1);
(d) If = ; then wH()¿m− 1 and
i−1i+s 	= j−1j+s; ∀06 i¡ j¡m; 0¡s¡m; (35)
whenever ii+sjj+s 	=0.
If  	= ; then wH()=m and
i−1i+s 	= j−1j+s; ∀06 i¡ j¡m; 06 s¡m; (36)
whenever %i+s%j+s 	=0.
3. Assume Max(c;)=−m+ qn. Then the correlation function c; takes on the two
values −m and −m + qn for *;6 ¡m(qn − 1). Moreover; the value −m + qn
occurs N; times and the another value −m occurs m(qn − 1)− *; − N; times.
4. Assume Max(c;)=−m+ qn. If = ; then per(u)=m(qn− 1). If  	= ; then u
is not cyclically equivalent to u.
Proof. Denote *= *;.
1. From Theorem 2.9 we have
−m6− m+ qn[m− wH(− L)]= c;();
which leads to
M+ = Max{c;() | *6 ¡m(qn − 1)}=− m+ qn(m−W;);
M− = Max{−c;() | *6 ¡m(qn − 1)}6m6− m+ qn
6−m+ qn(m−W;); (W;¡m from Lemma 3:1):
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Then
Max(c;)=Max(M+; M−)=− m+ qn(m−W;)¿− m+ qn:
2. We have (a) ↔ (b) from item 1, and have (b) ↔ (c) from W; ¡m (see
Lemma 3.1, 2). We prove (c) ↔ (d) for the two cases =  and =  seper-
ately.Case = beta. (c) → (d): From Lemma 2.8 we have wH()=wH(− Lm)¿
m − 1. If (35) is not true, we have d= i−1i+s= j−1j+s for some i; j and d with
i 	= j. Note that Ldm+s= d(s; : : : ; i+s; : : : ; m−1+s), we have wH(−Ldm+s)¡m−1,
which is a contradiction.
(c) ← (d): If it is not true, we may assume that wH( − L)¡m − 1 for a 
with 16 ¡m(qn − 1). Write =dm + s; 06 s¡m. We have s 	=0, otherwise
from Lemma 2.8 we get wH( − L)=wH( − Ldm)=wH()¿m − 1, which is
a contradiction. Thus there must be at least two indices i 	= j in the interval [0; m)
such that
i = i+dm+s= di+s; j = j+dm+s= dj+s: (37)
We claim that ii+s 	=0. Otherwise, we have i = i+s=0 from (37), which contra-
dicts to the fact that wH(Ls)=wH()¿m− 1. Similarly, we have jj+s 	=0. Now
we have ii+sjj+s 	=0, and i−1i+s= d= j−1j+s, a contradiction.
Case  	= : (c) → (d): If it is not true, then either “wH()¡m” or “%i+s%j+s 	=0
and i%−1i+s= j%
−1
j+s for some 06 i¡ j¡m; 06 s¡m” happens. If the former hap-
pens, we can suppose that i =0 and i+1 	=0 for some i with 06 i¡m − 1 and
suppose that %j =0 and %j+1 	=0 for some j with 06 j¡m − 1. Let d be the
integer so that i+1 = d%j+1. Then Li − Ldm+j is of the form (0; 0; ∗; : : : ; ∗),
thus wH( − Ldm+j−i)=wH(Li − Ldm+j)¡m − 1, a contradiction. If the latter
happens, we see ij 	=0 from the fact that wH()=m (which has been shown
by the above argument). Let d be the integer such that d= i%−1i+s= j%
−1
j+s, then
wH(− Ldm+s)¡m− 1, a contradiction again.
(c) ← (d): If it is not true, then wH( − L)¡m − 1 for some =dm + s with
06 s¡m. There must exist at least two distinct indecis i and j in the interval [0; m)
so that i = %i+= d%i+s and j = %j+= d%j+s, which together with the assumption
that wH()=m lead to %i+s%j+s 	=0 and i%−1i+s= j%−1j+s, a contradiction.
3.
|{|c(); =− m+ qn; *;6 ¡m(qn − 1)}|
=
∑
c;()=−m+qn;*6¡m(qn−1)
1
=
∑
m−wH(−L)=1;*6¡m(qn−1)
[m− wH(− L)] (from Theorem 2:9)
=
∑
*6¡m(qn−1)
[m− wH(− L)] (from (a) → (c) in item 2)
=N;:
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4. If the statement for the case =  is not true, then per(u)=P¡m(qn − 1) for
some P. Hence c(P)=m(qn − 1)¿−m+ qn=Max(c), which is a contradiction.
If the statement for the case  	=  is not true, then u =Lu for some . Hence
c;()=m(qn − 1)¿− m+ qn=Max(c;); a contradiction.
Theorem 3.3. Suppose that we construct N integer tuples as follows:
dj =(dj;0 = 0; dj;1; : : : ; dj;m−1); 16 j6N; (38)
which satisfy the following conditions:
0¡dj;i ¡dj; i′ ¡dj′ ; i ¡dj′ ; i′ ∀0¡i¡ i′¡m; 16 j¡ j′6N; and
∑
0¡i¡m
dN; i ¡ (qn − 1)=2:
For example;
dj = (0; (j − 1)(m− 1) + 1; (j − 1)(m− 1) + 2; : : : ; (j − 1)(m− 1) + m− 1)
16 j6N
and N is the largest integer such that
N6
qn − 3− k
2(m− 1)2 +
m− 2
2(m− 1) ;
where k =0 if q ≡ 1 (mod 2) and k ≡ 1 if q ≡ 0 (mod 2). Correspondingly; let j ∈Fmqn
be determined by dj as follows:
j =(j;0; j;1; : : : ; j;m−1) and
j; i = aj; i where aj; i =
∑
06k6i
dj;k :
Then
Max(ci)=Max(cj ;k )=− m+ qn; ∀16 i6N; 16 j 	= k6N and
they reach the minimum among all the (f(x); m)-interleaved sequences. Consequently;
the constructed sequences have the optimal correlation values and the maximal pe-
riod among all the (f(x); m)-interleaved sequences. Moreover; they are not cyclically
equivalent to each other.
Proof. Write aj;k+s= aj;k+s−m+1 if m6 k + s¡m+ s. For any 16 j6N , it is easy
to check (T = qn − 1) that
−T=2¡aj;k′+s − aj;k′ ¡aj;k+s − aj;k ¡aj; i+s − aj; i ¡aj; i′+s − aj; i′ ¡T=2 (39)
if
s6 i + s¡ i′ + s¡m6 k + s¡k ′ + s¡m+ s; 0¡s¡m:
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The conditions (39) are equivalent to the conditions in (35) hence Max(cj)= q
n −m
from Theorem 3.2. For any 16 j¡k6N , it is easy to check
−(qn − 1)=2¡ak;i − aj; i+s ¡ak;l − aj; l+s ¡ (qn − 1)=2 (40)
if 06 i¡ l¡m; 06 s¡m: The conditions (40) are equivalent to the conditions in
(36). Hence Max(cj ;k )= q
n − m from Theorem 3.2.
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